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Northland Auto Enterprises, Inc.  
Allen Lentsch – Founder & CEO 

Jill Warhol - President 
Dan Blowers – Sr. Vice President & Chief of Operations 

Sandi Koppen – Controller 
Cindy Cox - Receptionist 

 

Sales & Training  
Dave Hord - Sales & Training 
Gil Boyle - Sales & Training 

Dylan Hondl - Sales & Training 

 
Insurance Department 

Diane Blesener – Insurance Division Manager 
Jean Blowers – Insurance Analyst 

Debbie Lentsch – Insurance Analyst 
Laura Buckner - Insurance Analyst 

Sandy Schafer – Administrative 
Allison Ross – Billing 

 
LTO® Financial 

Jill Warhol - President 
Jay Blowers –  Senior Vice President 
Diane Blesener – Insurance Analyst 

 
GPS Tracking Devices 

Jay Blowers – Program Director 

 
IDAR – Independent Daily Auto Rentals 

Nancy Scholta/Mickey Bruzek– Program Administrator - Lancer and Triad 

 
Dealer Supplies  

Michelle Eibner – Customer Service & Distribution 
Ed Cox  – Auction Representative & Print Shop  

 
 

Garage Insurance 
Tom Stafford-Sales 

Jennifer Benton– Support 
 

 

Who’s Who at Northland 
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Who to Call 

State Rep State Rep State Rep State Rep 

AL Laura IN Debbie NE Jean SC Debbie 

AK Debbie IA Debbie NV Diane SD Diane 

AZ Debbie KS Debbie NH Debbie TN Jean 

AR Laura KY Debbie NJ Laura TX Laura 

CA Debbie LA Laura NM Diane UT Laura 

CO Debbie ME Debbie NY Laura VT Debbie 

CT Debbie MD Debbie NC Laura VA Debbie 

DE Debbie MA Debbie ND Diane WA Diane 

FL Jean MI Laura OH Debbie WV Diane 

GA Debbie MN Debbie OK Diane WI Diane 

HI Diane MS Debbie OR Debbie WY Diane 

ID Diane MO Jean PA Laura   

IL Laura MT Diane RI Debbie   

Insurance Claims, Insurance Company or Agent problems, etc.. Dan Blowers 

Legal Questions regarding contracts, bankruptcies, recovering your vehicle, right to cure, state inspec-
tors, etc. 

Dan Blowers 

General Ren’T’Own® and Lease’T’Own® program questions 
Sales & Training Staff 
Dan Blowers 

Need Funding for your RTO/LTO® Fleet?  LTO® Financial 
Jay Blowers 
 

Administrative assistance for your LTO® Financial funded fleet Diane Blesener 

Training or Re-Training Needs Sales & Training Staff 

If your dealership name or contact information changes Diane Blesener 

Questions regarding your Monthly Statement Diane Blesener 

Copy of Contingent Liability Insurance Certificate Diane Blesener 

Problems accessing the Dealer Resources Marketing 

Questions or problems regarding the Dealer Locator on www.rtolto.com Marketing 

For Free Marketing Assistance Marketing 

To be featured in our Blog, Facebook Page, or Twitter Feed Marketing 

To purchase or have questions about our GPS Devices - Features, installation, tracking website, etc… Jennifer Benton 

For more information on Daily Rentals Sales & Training Staff 

To order Dealer Supplies or Forms – www.northlanddealers.com Michelle Eibner 

If your specific situation is not listed here 
Cindy Cox -  
Receptionist 

Insurance Tracking:  Locate the state your 
dealership operates in to identify your Insurance  
Representative.   
 

Diane Blesener – Insurance Division Manager  
 

Although your main  
contact with Northland is going 

to be your Insurance  
Representative, there may be 

situations where you need  
specialized assistance outside 

of their expertise.  
 

 

Please use this list below to  
identify who is best  

experienced to assist you.   

800-879-3433 
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Program Highlights 

•  Excess Contingent Liability insurance is required on ALL Ren’T’Own®/Lease’T’Own® cars.   
 
•  Two levels of excess contingent liability insurance are available to you.    
 

 GOLD - $1,000,000 (one million) coverage and collision damage with $1,000 deductible 
per vehicle - $20 per vehicle/per month - includes physical damage coverage and cus-
tomer insurance tracking. 

 SILVER - $1,000,000 (one million) coverage per vehicle. - $4.95 per vehicle/per month - 
self managed program.   

 See page 57 for a comparison of the two coverage levels.   
 
•  Coverage is obtained by: 

 FAXING the signed lease agreement and valid proof of insurance to Northland for the 
Gold coverage.  (see page 74) 

 ADDING your vehicle into the Fleet Management tool for Silver coverage. (see page 65) 
 
•  COVERAGE PLUS  - the comp/collision protection program is recommended for all vehicles 

using the SILVER level excess contingent liability insurance coverage.  (see page 28) 

 Coverage for Coverage Plus is obtained by adding the vehicle to your comp/collision  
policy through the ARSInsure on-line system.   

 
•  GPS Tracking devices should be added to ALL Ren’T’Own®/Lease’T’Own® vehicles.  
 
•  Data entered into your Dealer Management System (AutoManager, Dealer Plate, ComSoft, 

etc….)  system is NOT communicated with Northland. Your DMS data is for your internal use 
only.   

 
•  Your account will be considered “ACTIVE” once you’ve submitted your first signed lease  

agreement with valid proof of insurance.  
 
•  If no contracts are submitted within a 6 month period, your account will be considered 

“INACTIVE” and subject to a reinstatement fee.   
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SETTING UP YOUR 
REN’T’OWN® / LEASE’T’OWN® 

BUSINESS 
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In order to operate a Ren’T’Own® /Lease’T’Own® business, all dealers are required to have a Dealers 
License.  A few states listed below have additional requirements. 

State License Type State License Type 

CT Lease License OH Lease License 

IA Lease License PA Tax License 

IL Rental Tax Number RI Lease License 

LA Lease License TX Lease License 

MO Lease License UT Sales Tax License 

NJ Lease License WV Lease Permit 

 This business model can be operated as conservatively or aggressively as you want. 
 
 RTO/LTO® does not have any requirements for submitting a certain number of contracts each 

month.  We do however, urge you not to underestimate the amount of customers  you will have 
available for this program! 

 
True Story….a new RTO/LTO® dealer in North Carolina had 5 vehicles on his lot set aside for 
Ren’T’Own®.  He placed an advertisement in the local newspaper and the next morning before 
he even opened, he had over 20 customers waiting for those 5 cars!  

 
This chart illustrates the amount of money and length of time for your Ren’T’Own®/Lease’T’Own®  
business model to become self sufficient.  The analysis shows the results if you were to add 10 vehicles 
per month for 36 months into your RTO/LTO® Fleet.  All lease income is re-invested back into your  
business for the purchase of additional vehicles each month.  In month 12, your highest cash outlay is at 
$262,224.-00.  This is the recommended amount of capital you need to operate a successful RTO/LTO® 
business.  At month 15, your ROT/LTO® fleet becomes self sufficient with excess cash flow available.   

($262,224.00) 

$2,958.33 

Capital Recommendations 

Licensing Requirements 
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Licensing Requirements LTO® Financial, LLC 

 With this program, you are given an opportunity to use the equity you’ve built into your 
Ren’T’Own® and Lease’T’Own® fleet and Lease Receivables in exchange for funds to buy  
addi onal vehicles for your fleet.  THIS IS NOT A FLOORPLAN! 

  

 LTO® Financial purchases qualified Ren’T’Own® and Lease’T’Own® vehicles and their  
corresponding Consumer Lease Agreement from approved Ren’T’Own® and Lease’T’Own® 
dealers.   

 

 The Ren’T’Own® or Lease’T’Own® dealer acts as a “Dealer Agent” on behalf of LTO® Financial.   
  

 Dealer‐Agent collects the periodical payments from the Lessee and pays LTO® Financial a  
pre‐determined specified amount from those payments for a pre‐determined period of  me.  

  

 Upon comple on of the term, LTO® Financial signs the  tle back to the dealership. 
  

 LTO® Financial provides the dealer with an excellent cash flow and the opportunity to con nue 
growing a successful business. 

  
  

(Not available in all states) 

LIMITED AVAILABILITY 

  
 
For over 25 years, our mo o has been  

“Helping Dealers Succeed”  
and we are again pu ng that mo o into ac on!  
  
As a valued Ren’T’Own® or Lease’T’Own® dealer,  
we’d like to extend an offer for you to join an elite 
group of fellow dealers par cipa ng in a program with 
LTO® Financial, LLC. 

ONLY A LIMITED NUMBER OF DEALERS WILL BE ACCEPTED 

LIMITED AVAILABILITY 
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 Vehicle Selection 

Preparing Your Vehicles 
 

 You have the freedom to choose any vehicle for the Ren’T’Own®/Lease’T’Own® program.   
Any age - any mileage - any price range. 

 Be sure to choose vehicles that, once marked up to lease price, are still affordable for your customer base. 
 Nationally, we find that vehicles around $3,000-$6,000 wholesale price are the most common choice for 

RTO/LTO®.  
 Be sure to choose vehicles that are in good condition and require minimal expense to detail and  

prepare for leasing.  Pre-inspect the vehicles before delivery.  
 Consider vehicle mileage and condition as it relates to the term of the lease agreement. Lower  

mileage vehicles typically are leased on longer terms and higher mileage vehicles on shorter terms.  

 RTO/LTO® Vehicles should follow the same preparation process you have for your retail vehicles.   
 Keep track of all expenses incurred while preparing the vehicles as this figure will be used to  

calculate the lease cost.  
 Make note of any noticeable body damages as these will need to be filled out on the Vehicle  

Inspection form at the time of lease.   
 All RTO/LTO® Vehicles should be titled as a “LEASED VEHICLE” in the name of your dealership.  
 The cost of titling and registration can be reimbursed from the customer at the time of leasing via the  

RTO/LTO® Consumer Lease Agreement. 
 Northland provides a starter set of Mirror Tags for advertising RTO/LTO®.  More dealer supplies are  

available at our on-line store at www.northlanddealers.com. 
 

Ease your administrative tasks and increase efficiency with a dealer management software system.  Below is a 
list of software companies that contain and support Northland’s Ren’T’Own® and Lease’T’Own® contracts and 
forms.   
 
Be sure to mention that you are a Ren’T’Own® or Lease’T’Own® dealer with Northland when you call!   Some 
companies offer discounts for Northland dealers or may require special modules or access to Northland’s 
forms.   
 
 Auto Manager - www.automanager.com 1-800-300-2808 
 ComSoft - www.comsoft.com 1-800-849-3838 
 Dealer Plate Software - www.dealerplate.com 1-763-202-7553 

Dealer Management Software 
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This example is what many dealers use, but remember it’s your vehicle and you can set the leasing price and up-front 
money at whatever you wish.   
 
Take the wholesale cost of the vehicle and add on any expenses you incurred to bring the vehicle up to saleable  
condition.  Also, add on the expense of the GPS tracking device.   

 
Setting The Lease Price 
To set your lease price, we recommend that you take your total wholesale investment and multiply it by 2.2 to 2.4        
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Remember, these vehicles need to be marked up 

enough to make the extra work worthwhile! 
 
Divide the Lease price by the lease term to determine your customer’s weekly, bi-weekly, or monthly payment.   

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Establish the Up-Front Money 
The up-front money formula we recommend should be approximately 8 - 10 % of the total payments.   
The up-front money is non-refundable after being paid by the customer.  This is pure profit to the dealer and covers 
the cost of the transaction.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Profit Example 

 

 

 

Vehicle Pricing 

Wholesale Cost of Vehicle $5,000.00   
Add GPS Cost + $165.00   

TOTAL Cost of Vehicle $5,165.00 This is the total expense you have in the vehicle 

Total cost of vehicle from above calculation $5,165.00 

Multiplier X 2.2 

Lease Price of your RTO/LTO® Vehicle $11,363.00 

Lease Price $11,353.00 

36 Month Lease /36 

Monthly Payment $315.64 

RTO/LTO® Pricing  

Lease Price $11,353.00 

Multiply x 10% 

Up-Front Money $1,100.00 

RTO/LTO® Vehicle @ $341.98 p/month for 36 months $11,353.00 

Add Up-Front Money + $1,100.00 

  $10,253.00 

Minus Wholesale Cost of Vehicle -$5,165.00 

GROSS PROFIT $5,088.00 
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 Prepare a “Lease Price Vehicle List” showing upfront money, payment amount, and various term 
length to “fit” the vehicle to your customer.   

 One idea might be to organize your RTO/LTO® lot by weekly payment price.  For example, $65.00 
per week vehicles in the back row, $75.00 per week next, and $85.00 per week in the front.  

 Organizing by price will allow the customer to naturally gravitate to the price range that they are  
comfortable with.   

In addition to your Sales staff, you will want to have one or two administrative employees dedicated 
to work on collections and insurance. 
 
We recommend the administrative staff be full time employees and able to back each other up. 
 

Suggested Responsibilities 
 

Insurance Administrative Employee 
 Verification of accurate insurance binders for new contracts. 
 Work closely with local insurance agents for corrections on binders and policies. 
 Receive correspondence from insurance companies and ensure policies are kept current. 
 Receive and act on correspondence from Northland. 
 Communicate with customers on obtaining accurate and current insurance. 
 Communicate internally when a vehicle should be recovered due to not having accurate or current 

insurance. 
 
Collection Administrative Employee 
 Collect & Process customer’s payments. 
 Monitor payment due dates. 
 Contact customers when due date passes. 
 Communicate internally when a vehicle should be recovered due to payment default. 

Ensure all employees (sales and administrative) have been trained on 
Ren’T’Own®/Lease’T’Own® and fully understand the concept and processes. 
This understanding is critical to the success of your RTO/LTO® program! 
 
Free training and re-training is available from Northland upon request. 
We recommend refresher training quarterly and whenever new employees 
come on board. 

Lot Layout 

Staffing Needs 
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Lot Layout 

•  When you are talking with the Department of Motor Vehicles, be sure you refer to your  
vehicle as a LEASED vehicle.  Sometimes our marketing name of Ren’T’Own® can cause 
confusion about the vehicle being a rental vehicle. 

 
•  Each state is different with regards to titling and registering leased vehicles.  You can  

refer to the State Leasing Code section of the NADA book for a quick reference.  
 
•  Due to the variations in leasing laws from state to state, we recommend that you consult 

your local Department of Motor Vehicles for the exact procedures on titling and registering 
a leased vehicle.  

 
•  In most states, your dealership name will be listed as the “Lessor” on the title and  

registration.  Your customer will be listed as the “Lessee” on the registration.  This will  
vary by state.  

 
•  In most cases, you will be able to recoup the cost of licensing and titling from the customer 

through the Consumer Lease Agreement.  

We recommend that you keep individualized files for each customer containing the following:  
 

 Customer Information Sheet & accompanying documents 
 Copy of Drivers License 
 Vehicle Inspection Form 
 Consumer Lease Agreement with Exhibit A and all addendums 
 Original Insurance Binder 
 Ongoing Insurance Documentation 
 Any correspondence 

 
 

Titling & Registration 

Internal Filing & Recordkeeping 
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Vehicle Pricing Advertising/Marketing Ideas 

 Determine which brand you want to use with your Used Car Leasing Program - Ren’T’Own® or 
Lease’T’Own® . What will your customer recognize and best identify with? Check with us on what 
your state requires as some states specify the program has to be called Lease’T’Own®. 

 
 Dealers report advertising for about 6 months when starting their RTO/LTO® business before word of 

mouth really seems to catch on.  From that point, minimal advertising is needed to get customers on 
your lot. 

 
 DO NOT advertise a cash price on the vehicles. Advertise the periodic payment amount and the  

up-front money requirement. 
 
 Develop a social media strategy utilizing Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, Blog, etc… 
 
 Utilize the website www.RtoLto.com to educate your community on what the Ren’T’Own® and 

Lease’T’Own® programs are all about. 
 
 Offer a referral program for your RTO/LTO® Customers. The reward could be a free oil change, tire 

rotation, gas card, $50 - $100 cash, half off their next periodic payment, etc… 
 
 As a Ren’T’Own®/Lease’T’Own® dealer, you have permission to use our registered trademark in 

your advertising, website, or in-house publications. See the Associate Agreement for more details. 
 
 Some dealers will offer free oil changes or free car washes at their location as a way to keep an eye 

on the vehicle and to ensure that the required maintenance is being done. 
 
 Northland has a tri-fold brochure and Quick Quote brochure intended for your prospective RTO/LTO® 

customers that can be customized with your business logo and color scheme—ask us! 
 
 Design a business card with benefits of RTO/LTO® on one side and your dealership info on the oth-

er. 
 

 Apply a Bumper Sticker, License Plate Holder, or window sticker to your Leased vehicle that advertis-
es RTO/LTO at your dealership. 

 
 Having a step by step outline of how the Ren’T’Own® or Lease’T’Own® process works is very helpful 

to the customer. Returning the vehicle at any time for any reason sounds “too good to be true”.  
Presenting the process out step by step offers a sense of comfort to the skeptic customer. Northland 
has a sample outline of this available to review. 

 

 Sample marketing materials can be found in the Welcome Kit you received.   
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What is RTO®/LTO®  

Ren'T’Own®  and Lease’T’Own®  are marketing terms to describe our very profitable  
business model of Used Car Leasing.   
 
Used Car Leasing provides an alternative to conventional financing for your credit challenged 
customers.  This program offers a service to your customers that most dealers can’t provide. 
 
RTO/LTO® allows your customer to pay for the periodic use of a used vehicle with an option 
to purchase or return at any time.  You remain titled owner of the vehicle giving you control 
over the vehicle and leverage over delinquent payers.   
 
RTO/LTO® was founded in 1990 by Allen Lentsch, Executive Director of the Northland Inde-
pendent Automobile Dealers Association.  Based on his years of experience in the car indus-
try and on feedback from dealers like yourself, Mr. Lentsch developed the concept of 
Ren’T’Own®/Lease’T’Own® as a way for dealers to overcome the issues they were facing in 
their everyday business.  Issues such as customer bankruptcies, costly repossessions, delin-
quent payers, tax burdens, etc…  RTO/LTO® overcomes these issues and also provides 
dealers with higher profits than wholesale or retail.  Most importantly, RTO/LTO® provides 
dealers with a steady flow of monthly income!  

 
RTO/LTO® is a combination of key components put together to provide the dealer with the 
Strategy, Support and Supplies to enhance current business plans and increase profits.   
 
Key Components of RTO/LTO®: 

 Proprietary Ren’T’Own®/Lease’T’Own® Contracts 
 Insurance Protection for the Dealer 
 GPS Tracking Device 
 Outstanding Dealer Support 
 

Vehicle Title remains in your Dealership Name Vehicle title is registered to the Customer 

Federal Statute Protection to assist with Bankruptcies No protection against Bankruptcies 

No Repossessions - You own the Vehicle Repossessions can be difficult & time consuming 

More control over slow or delinquent payers Slow payers have the  vehicle and title 

Pay Income Tax on revenue as it’s earned 
Pay Income tax on full contract at the end of the first 

year 

Origination Fee - Profit straight to your bottom line No Origination Fee 

Customer can’t trade vehicles with anyone but you.   
YOU own the vehicle!  

Customer can trade vehicle with anyone  

Complete turnkey program  Build your own program 

RTO/LTO®  Buy-Here-Pay-Here 
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Ren’T’Own® Or Lease’T’Own®  

Quite often we are asked what’s better – Ren’T’Own® or Lease’T’Own®?  There are two  
factors that go into answering this question. 
 
First:  There is absolutely no difference between the two programs.  In fact, they really aren’t 
“two programs” at all!  Ren’T’Own® and Lease’T’Own® are our Registered Trademarks and 
are simply marketing terms used to describe our Used Car Leasing program. Ren’T’Own® and 
Lease’T’Own® are fundamentally the same – they follow the same operating procedures, they 
use the same forms, and they serve the same customers. Ren’T’Own® and Lease’T’Own® are 
just different labels to accommodate the marketing preferences of our nationwide dealer base 
and their customers. 
 
Second:  Now that you understand there is no difference between Ren’T’Own® and 
Lease’T’Own®, the decision of what to call it at your dealership really depends on your  
customer base*.  What term will they recognize and be attracted to? 
 
About 10 years ago we did a study between two dealerships – one used the term Ren’T’Own® 
and the other used the term Lease’T’Own® in their advertising and sales presentations.  We 
saw a 24% higher return for the dealership using the term Ren’T’Own®. 
 
Rent to Own first appeared in the United States in the 1950’s.  Historically this type of  
transaction was used with items such as furniture, electronics, and home appliances so 20+ 
years ago when Rent to Own started being associated with cars, it was very recogniza-
ble and highly attractive to customers.  Leasing, on the other hand, has traditionally been as-
sociated with new, more expensive cars so the sub-prime customer base wasn’t as familiar or 
comfortable with it. 
 
The perception of both rent to own and leasing has dramatically changed over the last 10 
years.  If we were to repeat our study today, I’m guessing we’d find a much closer result  
between the two terms.  Lease to own has become a more familiar term and more sub-prime 
customers have had prior experience with leasing. 
 
So……in trying to decide what to call your used car leasing business model, the biggest  
question to ask yourself is ”What will your customers recognize and be attracted to?”  
Both terms are being used successfully throughout the United States. 
  
  
*Indiana, Ohio, and Oklahoma have state statues restricting the use of the term rent to own but  
Lease’T’Own® is acceptable. 
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 How To Sell RTO/LTO®  

 The process starts with changing your frame of mind of what you’re actually doing.  You 
are not selling cars - you are providing a service.  You are helping the customer by allowing 
them to make periodic payments toward the ownership of YOUR vehicle.  You are doing 
them a HUGE favor.  You are letting them use one of your vehicles as if you were their 
close friend.  You are helping them out when no other dealer would.  You are the HERO in 
their eyes.  They like you, they trust you, they are thankful for you.  In return, they will  
communicate with you, they will pay you, they will take good care of your vehicle, and they 
will tell all their  friends and family about you.   

 
 The secret behind every successful RTO/LTO® dealer is how they treat the customer:   

 BE NICE! 
 Commit to do right by your customer! 
 Take care of the customer and they'll take care of you by telling their friends and 

family!  
 
 RTO/LTO® has several benefits for your customer: 

 Approval for a vehicle is not based on credit history 
 Affordable payments - weekly, bi-weekly or monthly  
 Flexible terms 
 GPS Device installed to protect against theft 
 Pay for the periodic use of a vehicle 
 Easily trade in and trade up 
 The are NOT locked into a high interest rate loan 
 Able to return the vehicle at any time, for any reason, without penalty 

 
 Be very clear, at the beginning, about the expectations you have for the customer: 
 

 Customer needs to carry primary insurance - comp/collision and liability or liability 
only insurance depending on which coverage level you choose.   

 
 Customer needs to properly maintain the vehicle and assume all costs while in pos-

session of the vehicle. 
 
 Customer needs to bring the vehicle in every 4 months or 4,000 miles for an oil 

change.   
 
 Customer needs to pay on time. 
 
 Customer needs to communicate with you if there are any issues.  The more up 

front and timely they are with their communication, the greater chance you’ll be able 
to work something out.   

 
 Customer can return the vehicle AT ANY TIME.  If they return the vehicle in good 

condition, they can walk away with no further penalties and no further damage to 
their credit.  Tell the customer when they get back on their feet, they can come back 
and see you - you’d love to get them back into another vehicle!  
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 How To Sell RTO/LTO® cont... 

 Your relationship with the customer is no longer “make the sale and get them off the lot” 
and it’s definitely not adversarial.  Your relationship now needs to be one of open  
communication, respect, and nurturing.  You want this customer (and their friends and  
family members) as a customer for life, not just for one sale.  See section called “Rolling 
your Vehicles” for more info on this. 

 

 Develop relationships with a few insurance agents in town who understand RTO/LTO® and 
what’s needed for the endorsements on the insurance binders.  Refer your customer to 
these insurance agents for their primary insurance coverage as an additional service.  

 

 Consider rewarding your customers for their loyalty, referrals, etc…. 
 Offer a vehicle maintenance program for oil and filter changes, and general  

maintenance.  Do the program in-house or work with an auto service provider for 
additional revenue and to help the customer keep dependable transportation.   

 Offer a sign-up promotion to new customers - receive a gas, restaurant, or retail 
store gift card when you sign a RTO/LTO® contract. 

 Offer a referral program for your current RTO/LTO® customers - if someone they 
refer to the dealership signs a RTO/LTO® contract, they earn a reward.   

 
Example rewards could be: 

 
 Magazine Subscription 
 Gift card to a restaurant, retail store, or grocery store 
 $50.00 - $100.00 cash 
 50% off their next periodic payment 
 

 Have your customer check out our education website at www.RtoLto.com.  This site was 
designed with three purposes in mind: 

 
1. EDUCATING the car buying public on what RTO/LTO® is all about 
2. Offering an easy way for customer to LOCATE local RTO/LTO® dealers      
 (FREE LEADS) 
3.  Offering a comfortable and easy way for customers to APPLY on-line for a 

 RTO/LTO® vehicle.  (FREE LEADS and pre-qualified customers!) 
 
This is a helpful tool to get customers to understand what RTO/LTO® is all about!  
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Lot Lay-Out  Who Are Your Customers 

What picture represents your idea of a 
sub-prime or bruised credit customer?  
 
ALL of these people to the side could 
realistically be considered “sub-prime”.  
These people represent the estimated 
70% of the public that can’t get normal 
financing today.  They are good people 
that are victims of the economy.  They 
got caught in a divorce, a medical  
problem, or a temporary unemployment 
situation that has ruined their credit 
score.  
  
They are stable people that have jobs, 
have lived in your area for a long time 
and their credit score will get better with 
time.   
 
They need help today and you feel bad 
sending them away.  They will  
remember who helped them when they needed it and you want to be that person!  
 
 
Consider John Anderson.  He has worked for the same company for 12 years.  He worked his 
way up to Vice President, but has recently gone through a divorce.  His ex-wife got the house 
and the good car and all he got was a bruised ego and the second car. He needs a nice car.  
He still has a job which pays well.  His life will go on and his credit will recover.  He will not 
come back to you after his credit recovers if you don’t help him today!  
 
 
Consider Amy Smith.  She is a single mom who worked her way through school to become a 
nurse.  She has a full time job with duration of about three years.  Her car lies dead in your  
repair shop, but some mistakes in her past are still haunting her credit.  How are you going to 
help her today and keep her for a long term customer when her credit recovers? 
 
 
Every dealership has the potential to keep these customers with the Ren’T’Own® and 
Lease’T’Own® program!  
 
 
*Your customer is NOT someone who will be using the vehicle for business needs rather than 
personal ones.  For example:  Carrying Equipment (ladders, supplies, tools, etc), Carrying Hazardous 
(or flammable) material, Carrying Housekeeping Equipment for a business, Equipped with cranes, 
winches, snowplows (not for use on private property only), Towing for Hire, Delivery of Goods (including 
but no restricted to pizza, flowers, wholesale, retail), Rural Newspaper Delivery, Trucking – Local and 
long haul, Messenger, Deliverer, Chauffer, Taxi driver 
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Advertising/Marketing Ideas  Qualifying Your Customers  

You simply need to qualify these customers based on stability rather than credit. Follow your 
normal credit procedure, but concentrate on length of employment, length of residency, and 
years with the same bank.  Additionally, verify references, income, and current debt. 
 
Stable customers have three basic needs: 

 They need a job 
 They need a car to get them to work 
 They need a place to live  

 
You can look at even just two of those basic needs and decide if they are stable enough to pay 
for a car.  If they have worked for the same employer for several years, it’s likely that the  
employment will continue.  If they have lived 
at the same address for some time, it shows 
that they can be trusted to pay the  
necessities.  Stability is the Key!  
 
Most of this information can be gathered 
while making small talk with the customer.  
For more detailed information gathering, use 
the provided Customer Information Sheet or 
something similar.  The most critical pieces of 
information are the 6 references.  Several of 
these references should be close relatives.  
The references will be invaluable for helping 
to locate the customer if they should default 
on payments.  
 
We recommend that you inquire about the intended use of the leased vehicle.  Your Excess  
Contingent Liability Insurance is intended for vehicles that are for personal use.  Any vehicle 
being used for commercial use will not be covered.   
 
Commercial use includes but is not limited to:   
•  Carrying Equipment (ladders, supplies, tools, etc)  
•  Carrying Hazardous (or flammable) material 
•  Carrying Housekeeping Equipment for a business 
•  Equipped with cranes, winches, snowplows (not for use on private property only) 
•  Towing for Hire 
•  Delivery of Goods (including but no restricted to pizza, flowers, wholesale, retail),  
•  Rural Newspaper Delivery 
•  Trucking – Local and long haul 
•  Messenger 
•  Deliverer 
•  Chauffer 
•  Taxi driver 
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Rolling Your Vehicles 

Joe Leases the ‘03 Toyota Camry 
  
Wholesale cost of Car  $  5,000.00 
Lease Price after Markup  $11363.00 
Term of Lease                 36 
Customer’s Monthly Payment $     315.64 
Customer’s Up-Front Money $  1,100.00 
  
  
12 Month Recap:  
Customer’s Up-Front Money $1,200.00 
Payments for 12 Months  $3,787.68 
Total Income for 12 Months $4,987.68 

Alice Leases the same ‘03 Toyota Camry 
  

Wholesale cost of Car  $  5,000.00 
Lease Price after Markup  $11,363.00 
Term of Lease                 36 
Customer’s Monthly Payment $     315.64 
Customer’s Up-Front Money $  1,100.00 
  
  
12 Month Recap:  
Customer’s Up-Front Money $1,100.00 
Payments for 12 Months  $3,787.68 
Total Income for 12 Months    $4,987.68 

Recap of 54 Months: 
  
Total Monthly Payments & Up-Front Money   $1,8838.36 
Residual Value (Final Purchase Price)             $     500.00 
Total Income received from Vehicle        $ 19,388.36 
  
Plus the value of the depreciation  
on the vehicle:         $4,500.00 

When Joe comes in to make his payment, I ask 
if there’s any other vehicle on the lot that he 
likes better.  Of course, after driving around the 
same car for 12 months, the thought of  
something different intrigues him!  Joe finds 
another RTO/LTO® vehicle on the lot, they 
terminate the current lease and initiate a new 
lease for the different vehicle.   
  
I put the ‘03 Toyota Camry out for lease to the 
next RTO/LTO® customer.   

Since Joe only had the car for 12 months, I 
put the Camry back out on RTO/LTO® for the 
same monthly payment to my new customer, 
Alice.  Around 12 months I ask Alice the 
same question about whether there’s a car 
on the lot she likes better.  Of course there is!  
I terminate Alice’s current lease and initiate a 
new one for the different vehicle.   
  
I put the ‘03 Toyota Camry out for lease to 
the next RTO/LTO® customer.   

Look at how much added profit 
“Rolling the Vehicle” brought!  The 
$5,000 investment we made on the 
front end, ended up giving us almost 
$20,000 plus tax benefits!   

Mark Leases also the ‘03 Toyota Camry 
  
Wholesale cost of Car  $  3,500.00 
Lease Price after Markup  $  8,063.00 
Term of Lease                 30 
Customer’s Monthly Payment $     268.77 
Customer’s Up-Front Money $     800.00 
  
  
30 Month Recap:  
Customer’s Up-Front Money $   800.00 
Payments for 30 Months  $8,063.00 
Total Income for 30 Months $8,863.00 
  

Mark leases the 03 Toyota Camry and since 
it’s about a year older  now, I drop the  
wholesale value, markup, upfront money and 
lease term accordingly.  I let Mark finish out 
the lease term and purchase the vehicle for a  
residual value of $500.00 
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Helpful Tips 

 The RTO/LTO® business model will change the way you do business and will change the 
way your customers see you in the community.   

 
 Most customers aren’t bad - most will pay on time, and most will take care of the vehicle.  

Don’t design your business plan around the exceptions.  
 
 Once you start seeing your customers in a different light, they will start seeing you  

differently too.  
 
 Returned vehicles are OK!  The profit adds up fast regardless of how many customers you 

lease it to!  First, make sure the customer knows they can come back to you for another 
vehicle once they heal up financially.  Next, detail the returned vehicle and re-lease it to the 
next customer!  You get to collect additional up-front money and you’ll have a new stream 
of payments coming in.   

 
 Rich or Poor - customers like to change vehicles!  Your RTO/LTO® customers can only 

change a vehicle with you!  We call this “Rolling your Vehicle”.  Starting around months 12-
18, begin asking your customer if there’s anything on the lot they like better than what 
they’re driving now.  Offer to cancel their current contract and for minimal up-front  money, 
start a new contract with the other vehicle.  Keep rolling them from one vehicle to another 
and keep them as a customer for life!  

 
 Save money on your advertising!  Treat the customer right and they’ll talk!  
 
 With BHPH, one dealer reported approximately 24% repossessions with none of those  

customers ever doing business with them again.  With RTO/LTO®, he still had to recover 
24% of his vehicles but without the expense and time consuming paperwork.  Of the 24% 
returned vehicles, 55% of the customers returned to lease another vehicle.  

 
 When you are talking with the DMV, insurance agent, inspector, police, etc… be sure you 

clarify that these are LEASED vehicles.  Our Ren’T’Own® marketing name can lead to the 
assumption that these are rental vehicles.  It’s important to clarify.  

 
 Refrain from using the term “down payment” for the initial monies.  The term refers to an 

installment sales contract.  Instead, use the term “up-front money” on a leased vehicle.  
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Lead Generation Tool 

Northland has launched a new website - www.RtoLto.com. 
 
This website has been designed to educate customers on the benefits of Ren'T'Own® and Lease'T'Own® 
and most importantly, get the customer connected to YOU! 
 
This website has the option for the customer to submit an easy on-line application or to use the Dealer  
Locator to find the closest RTO/LTO® Dealer to them. 
 

DEALER LOCATOR 
Customers will be able to access a list of RTO/LTO® dealers located near their 
zip code. The site will provide basic information such as: 
 Dealership Name 
 Address 
 Phone 
 
Only dealers who have become "active" by submitting at least one RTO/LTO® 
contract will be added to the dealer locator and be eligible to take advantage of 
FREE LEADS! 
 
Just ONE contract is all it will take to be included in this opportunity!  

 
If for some reason you don't want to receive free leads, please contact us at 800-879-3433 to be removed 
from the Dealer Locator. 
 
ON-LINE APPLICATION 
Customers will be able to access an on-line application from several  
convenient spots within the website. We've kept the application brief yet will 
provide you with all the details you need to match the customer up with an 
appropriate vehicle. Once the customer submits the application, their  
information will be sent electronically to all active RTO/LTO® dealers within 
their area.  
 
Keep your eyes open for these important e-mails with a subject line of "RTO/
LTO-New Customer Application"! Once you receive this FREE LEAD... Act 
Fast! Be the first dealer to match the interested customer with a RTO/LTO® 
vehicle! 
 
SPREAD THE WORD! 
Feel free to put this website address on your sales material, business cards, 
advertising, and anywhere else where your marketing meets your customers! 
Spread the word and let the public know what you can offer them! Also, don't forget to link 
www.RtoLto.com to your website for enhanced search results! 
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Coverage Plus 

A PHYSICAL DAMAGE PROTECTION PROGRAM 
 

The Ren’T’Own®/Lease’T’Own® lease 
agreement requires that your customer 
provides evidence of full coverage  
insurance (liability AND comp/collision 
coverage).   
 
Your customer is able to obtain the  
required insurance from any licensed  
insurance agent and/or authorized  
insurance company of their choice.   
 
In many cases, your customers will only 
have a policy for Liability coverage due to 
state laws.  THESE ARE THE PERFECT 
CANDIDATES FOR YOU TO OFFER THE COVERAGE PLUS PROGRAM!  
 
Your customer an satisfy the comp & collision requirement of the lease contract simply by you 
adding the leased vehicle to your existing physical damage policy—a.k.a. Coverage Plus!  
 
Your vehicle is covered, the missing piece of the insurance requirement is satisfied, and your 
customer didn’t have to leave the dealership to get it done!  
 
Your customer reimburses you for the cost of the coverage at the same time they make their 
lease payment.   
 
 

THE COVERAGE PLUS POLICY 
The coverage plus policy provides physical damage coverage for your leased vehicles.  This 
coverage is also known as “All Risk”, providing an expanded version of comprehensive/
collision coverage.  This policy does not include towing and storage.   
 
Coverage Plus protects your interest in the vehicle only.  It does not provide the state required 
liability coverage for your customer.  They will still need to obtain Liability insurance.    
 
The policy pays the lesser of three options (less the $500 deductible) 
•  Cost of repair 
•  Limit of Liability (policy limit is $15,000) 
•  Actual cash value (NADA Clean Trade + NADA Clean Retail ÷ 2) 
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Coverage Plus 

BENEFITS TO YOUR CUSTOMER 
 

•  Coverage Plus satisfies a portion of the insurance requirement of the lease contract 
 
•  All customers qualify!  No credit check and no driving record check 
 
•  Affordable Rates! In many cases, your customer can save between $25 - $400 annually 
 
•  Easy Payments!  Coverage Plus is paid along with each lease payment 
 
•  Rates will not change in the event of an accident or traffic violation  
 

 
BENEFITS TO YOU 
 
•  There’s no enrollment fee to take part in this program 
 
•  You are in control of the coverage - not your customer 
 
•  All insurance claims are paid directly to you.  There’s no need to worry about the customer 

not cooperating with the insurance company or receiving the payment in error.  You get to 
file the claim an you get paid by the insurance company for the damage.  

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Through Northland you have access to affordable excess contingent liability insurance  - $4.95 
per car, per month.    
 
More info about our SILVER level insurance can be found later in this manual.   
 
 

+ 
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GPS Devices 

Each Ren’T’Own® / Lease’T’Own® vehicle should be equipped with a GPS unit before the vehicle 
leaves your lot.  You can order these units directly through Northland by faxing in an order form to  
952-894-8990, by calling 800-879-3433, or by visiting our on-line store at www.northlanddealers.com. 
 
Federal Law does not require disclosure to the customer of a tracking device as long as the shut off 
feature is not used.  If you use the shut off feature, Northland will supply you with the addendum to 
have your customer sign.  Our dealers that do disclose to the customer that the device is on the  
vehicle, present it as a benefit to protect against theft.   
 
Once the GPS devise has been installed on a vehicle, you must also perform an update on the website 
to activate and assign the device to a specific vehicle.  Refer to the Quick Set Up and Install Guide for 
details on this process.  Providing as much information as possible in the Vehicle Summary tab has 
proven to be helpful for dealers in the recovery process of their vehicles.   
 
You can track your vehicles by going to www.northlanddealers.com and selecting GPS Tracking Devic-
es on the drop down menu.  In the upper right corner click on the words TRACK YOUR VEHICLE.  
Click on the box showing the type of GPS you have purchased, you will be directed to the appropriate 
log-in screen. 

Northland offers a variety of GPS devices  
with different features and prices to fit your needs!  

Designed with the latest in CDMA based tracking technology 
 
Manage your fleet  
 
Quickly locate your vehicles 
 
Improve recovery efforts 
 
Positively impact customer payment behavior 
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GPS Devices 

 Nationwide Coverage 
 3 Years Airtime* 
 Airtime starts upon installation and set 

up versus the ship date 
 Easily installed out of view 
 Optional external starter interrupt har-

ness available to purchase. 
 Internal antennas (cellular and GPS) 
 Up to 6 simultaneous Geo-Fence Bound-

aries 
 Every 72 hour Automated Locates and 

detailed location history per 
account 

 On Demand Locates 
 Unlimited “Hits” or “Locates” or 

“Pings” (subject to any applicable state’s 
GPS and privacy laws) 

 Comprehensive Reporting (based on data 
gathered from all located and notification 
events) 

 Location Summary Report 
 Low Power Notification 
 

 Nationwide Coverage 
 3 Years Airtime* 
 Airtime starts upon installation and set up versus the ship 

date 
 Easily installed out of view 
 Internal Starter Interrupt relay (no need for a second har-

ness or external relay) 
 Internal Antennas (cellular and GPS) 
 Up to 6 simultaneous Geo-Fence Boundaries 
 Every 49 hour Automated Locates and detailed  

location history per account  
 On Demand Locates 
 Unlimited “Hits” or “Locates” or “Pings” subject to any 

applicable state’s GPS and privacy laws 
 Device Status Report (allows you to see which units are 

online or offline at the click of a button) 
 Installation Verification Test (verifies connection on initial 

installation) 
 Comprehensive Reporting (based on data gathered from 

all locates and notification events) 
 Location Summary Report 
 Vehicle Disable Notification 
 Tow Notification 
 Low Power Notification 
 Tamper Detection (without a battery) 

*Annual airtime renewal (after third year) is $20.00 per year 

 

PassTime products help modify consumer payment behaviors, which  
facilitates higher rates of return on financing and reduces the cost of  

collections to benefit both lenders and consumers.   
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GPS Comparison 

 $129  $165 

Pin-Point Locates (Customer Initiated Real-Time Location)    

Verizon CDMA 3G Coverage (Coverage from the Nation’s largest high-speed data network)    

Unlimited Locates  (Unlimited manual locates subject to Applicable Law)    

49 Hour Automated Locate (Device generated locate every 49 hours)    

73 Hour Automated Locate (Device generated located every 73 hours)    

Geo-Fences - 6 Simultaneous (Geographic Boundary Violation Alert)    

Internal Antennas (Cellular & GPS Antennas)    

Vehicle Location History (Comprehensive history of manual and automated locates)    

Low Power Notification (Notification if the vehicle’s battery is low and may need to be replaced)    

Installation Verification Service (Verifies device connectivity & proper installation at setup)    

Comprehensive Reporting (Gathered data from location and event information)    

Location Summary Report (Snapshot summary of location history by device)    

Device Status Report (Immediately see the current status of your PassTime devices)    

Internal Starter-Interrupt Function (No additional harness needed during installation)    

External Starter-Interrupt Harness (OPTIONAL external harness can be used for Starter-Interrupt.) 
Additional $10 Charge 

   

Audible Payment Warnings (Remotely program device to emit audible warnings when payment’s due)    

PT SOS Tamper Notification (Notification if the device is removed from power)    

Starter Tamper Notification (Notification of the starter-interrupt wire are tampered with)    

Tow Detection Notification (Notification if the vehicle is moving without being started)    

Vehicle Disable Notification (Notification & location information when vehicle is disabled)    
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STANDARD FORMS USED IN 
THE REN’T’OWN® / 

LEASE’T’OWN®  
PROCESS 
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CUSTOMER INFORMATION FORM 
 

•  This is a critical document!  The information you gather here may be your only resource if 
the customer defaults on payments. 

   
•  Make sure the customer fills this form out completely. 
 
•  You are probably used to using these types of applications for qualifying credit ratings for 

financing.  Remember, RTO/LTO® is different!  Here you are looking for signs of stability 
and resources to contact in the event your customer should default.  

 
•  Be sure to obtain and verify 6 personal references.  Parents, close relatives, employers 

church contacts, etc… look for anything and anyone that will keep them in the area.  
 
•  Be sure to ask what brought them to the area - this will help answer what/who may know 

your customer’s whereabouts.   
 
•  The Customer Information Sheet is available to you electronically for additional copies.   
 
 
 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
NEEDED FROM THE CUSTOMER: 
 
In addition to the Customer Information 
Sheet, you should also require the  
customer to submit the following:  
 
•  Valid Photo Drivers License 
 
•  Proof of Income (last 2 pay stubs) 
 
•  Proof of residency - utility bill, credit 

card statement, bank statement, 
phone bill, etc… (2 minimum) 

Program Forms 
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Program Forms 

VEHICLE INSPECTION FORM 
 

•  Use this form as a Check-Out/Check-In tool. 
•  Walk around the vehicle with your customer and make notes together on the condition of 

the vehicle at the time of lease. 
•  Be sure to give your customer a signed and dated copy of the form for their records. 
•  Update this form during the lease term as you are informed of damages or if you notice 

damages during visits from the customer.  Customer should initial any updates to the  
original form.  

•  If your customer turns in the RTO/LTO® vehicle before the end of the lease term, compare 
the current condition of the vehicle against this inspection form to determine if any charges 
are warranted.   

•  The Vehicle Inspection Form is available to you electronically for additional copies.   
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PHYSICAL DAMAGE INSURANCE ADDENDUM 
 

This addendum is used only with Silver Level insurance if you are offering the customer physical  
damage insurance through your dealership.  Customers must be given a choice if they want to buy  
insurance from you or from another insurance company.  This addendum is for the customer to sign  
acknowledging that they were given a choice.   

Program Forms 
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Program Forms 

 

INSURANCE BINDER REQUEST FORM 
 
 

This is the most critical step of the process for GOLD level coverage!! 
 
•  This form is to be faxed to your customer’s insurance agent before you go over the remaining 

paperwork with the customer.   
 
•  This step is done early in the process to ensure the agent has time  to process and return the 

binder.   
 
•  Be sure that you and your customer refer to the vehicle as a LEASED VEHICLE when   

talking with the insurance agent.  Sometimes our marketing name of Ren’T’Own® is  
confusing for the agents and they assume the vehicle is a daily rental.   

 
 

NEVER let the customer drive off the lot in your vehicle without having an  
accurate insurance binder in your possession.  You may not be covered by  

Northland’s contingent liability insurance policy nor do you have legal defense  
without an accurate binder.   

 
 
 
•  The customer’s primary insurance is intended to provide physical damage coverage for the  

vehicle and liability protection for the driver.  It DOES NOT cover a legal award for damages 
brought against you as a result of an accident with our leased vehicle.  

 
•  Northland’s Excess Contingent Liability Coverage is intended to protect your business from a 

lawsuit brought against you as owner of the vehicle. 
 
 
REMEMBER: 
Your excess contingent liability insurance coverage is contingent upon your  
customer having the proper primary insurance coverage in place.   
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MORE INFORMATION ON THIS FORM IS FOUND IN 
THE GOLD LEVEL INSURANCE SECTION 

Program Forms 
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Program Forms 

CONSUMER LEASE AGREEMENT 
 
 The first time through the Consumer Lease Agreement can be overwhelming.  Do not hesitate to  

request additional training if you or your staff members are not comfortable with filling this form out.  
  

 The first periodic payment is due upon signing the lease agreement to make it a true lease.  
  

 Be sure the customer AND Dealership dates and signs this document.  This is the most common  
mistake we see come through – unsigned contracts.   

  

 Make sure there are no blank fields on the contract. A lease agreement does constitute a transaction 
between the lessee and the lessor.  As such, incomplete or blank areas could raise issues and  
questions during audits or actions by legal counsels or other outside parties.   

  
1.  Use N/A on lines that are not filled in with text 
2.  Use  a 0 (zero) or a DASH on lines not filled in with numbers 
3.  Always ensure the lessee’s initials appear in the appropriate sections. 

  

 Some lease agreements require a residual value for the purchase option.  The residual value of the 
vehicle cannot be Zero or a nominal amount.   

  

We recommend the residual value be calculated to be greater than 10% of the Gross Capitalized Cost.   
  
 Be sure to circle the correct Periodic Payment Term – weekly, bi-weekly, or monthly. 
  
Consumer Lease Agreements must be at least one year or longer in term. 
  

Discuss your tax situation with your accountant.  Some states require taxes to be collected up front, 
where others can be collected in the periodic payment.   

  

Many dealers prefer to use a Dealer Management Software program to generate their contracts.  The 
following software companies have our forms already programmed in their software. 

Dealer Plate (www.dealerplate.com 763-202-7553) 
Dealer Click (www.dealerclick.com  800-999-9007) 
ComSoft (www.comsoft.com 800-849-3838) 
AutoManager (www.automanager.com 800-300-2808)    

  

 If you do not use Dealer Management software, use our free on-line calculator for figuring the amounts 
to fill in on the Consumer Lease Agreement.    

  

 An electronic version of the Consumer Lease Agreement is available at no charge through Northland.   
 

CONTINUATION LEASE 
If your customer is unable to pay the residual amount at the end of the lease agreement, we suggest that you do a 
continuation lease to allow your customer to pay off the balance in smaller increments.    
 
Consult Northland’s Trainer for details on the proper procedure for filling out a Continuation Lease.   
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We’ve designed an on-line calculator for figuring the amounts to fill in on the Consumer Lease 
Agreement.  Below is a sample snap-shot of the tool.   
 
The “INPUT” tab is where you fill in your vehicle information. 

The “OUTPUT” tab shows you what to enter into each field of the Lease Agreement. 

Program Forms 
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BINDING ARBITRATION AGREEMENT 
 

Arbitration is a well-established and widely-used means to end disputes.  With mandatory  
arbitration, a borrower or consumer must agree to use an arbitrator, rather than the courts, to 
resolve any issues.  Consumers waive their rights to sue as an individual or with a class action 
suit when they sign a mandatory binding arbitration clause as part of a contract.   
 
 

Program Forms 
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Program Forms 
 

EXHIBIT A LIST OF ADDENDA 
To comply with the single document rule, this form essentially joins all of the addendums together 
in connection with the consumer lease agreement.  All of the exhibits and addendums must be 
attached to the lease and delivered to the lessee as one document.   
 
Example addendums that could be listed on Exhibit A are: 

 Vehicle Inspection Form 
 GPS Disclosure Agreement 
 Etc… 
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Program Forms 

EXCLUDED DRIVERS ADDENDUM 
 
In order for the contingent liability insurance to be in effect, there needs to be underlying  
primary insurance coverage in place.  When an excluded driver is involved with an accident, 
the primary insurance coverage is voided and therefore, no contingent liability insurance  
coverage is available either,  This document clearly explains to your customer that an  
insurance policy with an excluded driver listed with not be acceptable unless approved by you.  
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Program Forms 

GPS DISCLOSURE 
 
This form is used when you’ve installed a GPS tracking device in your Ren’T’Own®/
Lease’T’Own® vehicle.   
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Program Forms 

VEHICLE EXCHANGE 
 

The “Deletion Form” is used whenever your customer is returning a vehicle before the lease 
term is up and are immediately leasing a different vehicle.   
 
This communicates to Northland’s Insurance Rep that they need to delete one vehicle and add 
the other - again eliminating the chance of you being charged for the deleted vehicle the next 
month.   
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Program Forms 

TEMPORARY SWAP 
 
A temporary swap occurs when you are letting your customer use one of your vehicles  
temporarily while their leased vehicle is being repaired.  Typically a “swap” is under 30 days.   
 
Use the “Temporary Swap Leased Vehicle Addendum” to ensure that all the terms and  
conditions of the original lease continue to be in force with the swapped vehicle.  Before using 
the Addendum make sure the addendum and “length of time” of the swap is allowed and is  
compliant with your state laws.   
 
1. Have the Lessee sign the Temporary Swap Addendum and provide a copy to the Lessee. 
2. Your customer must obtain a new insurance binder for the swapped vehicle.   
3. Attach a copy of the addendum and insurance binder to the original lease in your files.   
4. Copies of the Addendum and the new binder need to be faxed to Northland at 952-894-8990. 
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COMPLETING A  
REN’T’OWN® / LEASE’T’OWN® 

DEAL 
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How you complete a Ren’T’Own® / Lease’T’Own® deal depends on where your  
customer is obtaining their Physical Damage insurance from.   
 
If your customer chooses to purchase physical damage insurance from your dealership, 
(Coverage Plus) then you complete a deal using our SILVER LEVEL excess contingent 
liability insurance.   
 
If your customer has obtained full coverage insurance from one our approved carriers, 
then you complete the deal using our GOLD LEVEL excess contingent liability insurance.   
 
The SILVER and GOLD levels have distinct differences, advantages, and processes.  
Please review the features list below and the process flow on the next page to see which 
program works best with your staff and customers.      
 
You may have different vehicles in each program - you do not need to pick just one level 
for all your cars.    

FEATURES SILVER GOLD 
1M Excess Contingent Liability Insurance    

1M Excess Physical Damage Insurance  ($1,000 Deductible)   

On-Line Fleet Management Tool - 24/7 access   

Customer’s Insurance Tracking   

Non-Approved Insurance Companies   

Insurance Policy Endorsements Required   

Fleet Status Reporting   

Personal Account Representative   

Premium amount per car/per month $4.95 
VOLUME BASED 

STARTS at 
$20.00 

 Prices are subject to change 

Completing a RTO®/LTO® Deal  
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COMPLETING A  
REN’T’OWN® / LEASE’T’OWN® 

DEAL WITH  
SILVER LEVEL COVERAGE 
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USING SILVER COVERAGE 
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1. Begin by having your customer fill out the Customer Information Sheet.   
 
2. Together with the customer, inspect the vehicle and complete the Vehicle Inspection Form 
 
3. Enter your customer and vehicle information into the ARSinsure on-line tool for your  

Coverage Plus comp/collision protection.  Print all documents and have your customer sign 
where applicable.  Be sure your customer has also obtained Liability insurance from 
another agent.    

 
4. Enter the vehicle into Northland’s On-Line Fleet Management tool to secure your SILVER 

excess contingent liability insurance.  (see next page for instructions on how to do this) 
 
5. Have your customer review and sign the following documents: 

• Consumer Lease Agreement 
• Binding Arbitration Agreement 
• Excluded Drive Addendum 
• GPS Disclosure Addendum (if applicable) 
• Exhibit A List of Addenda 

 
6. Collect the Origination Fee, any  

up-front money, and the first periodic lease payment from the customer. 
 
7. Provide copies of all documents to the customer.  It’s also important to keep copies of all 

signed documents in your deal jacket. 
 
8. RELEASE THE CAR!  
 
 
 

TIPS: 
 

 Do not leave any blank spaces on any document!!! 
 
 Dealer needs to sign and date the Consumer Lease Agreement 
 
 The Lease Agreement date should reflect the date that the car leaves the lot 
 
 COLLECT FIRST PERIODIC PAYMENT AND ALL UP-FRONT MONEY DUE ON DATE OF 

SIGNING!  

Completing a RTO®/LTO® Deal 
  using SILVER COVERAGE 
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 Your Customer’s Insurance 

PHYSICAL DAMAGE COVERAGE 
 
Your customer has agreed to purchase their physical damage insurance through your 
dealership.   
 

See Training Manual for COVERAGE PLUS instructions 
 

 

LIABILITY COVERAGE 
 
You customer is required to also obtain Liability insurance as required by state law.    
 
We recommend that you obtain proof of their liability insurance.  
 
Any insurance company can be used for your customer’s Liability Insurance coverage.  
There are no restrictions or endorsement requirements.   
 
Although not required, we recommend that you do request to be listed on your  
customers policy as “Additional Insured“ .  With that endorsement, you should receive 
notice whenever there is a change to the customers policy.    
 

FYI 
We recommend that you inquire about the intended use of the leased vehicle.  Your 
Excess Contingent Liability Insurance is intended for vehicles that are for personal 
use.  Any vehicle being used for commercial use will not be covered.   
 
Commercial use includes but is not limited to:   
•  Carrying Equipment (ladders, supplies, tools, etc)  
•  Carrying Hazardous (or flammable) material 
•  Carrying Housekeeping Equipment for a business 
•  Equipped with cranes, winches, snowplows (not for use on private property only) 
•  Towing for Hire 
•  Delivery of Goods (including but no restricted to pizza, flowers, wholesale, retail),  
•  Rural Newspaper Delivery 
•  Trucking – Local and long haul 
•  Messenger 
•  Deliverer 
•  Chauffer 
•  Taxi driver 
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Your Dealership’s Insurance 

 

SILVER LEVEL  
EXCESS CONTINGENT LIABILITY INSURANCE  

 
If your customer is using the Coverage Plus physical damage insurance, you will need 
the SILVER level excess contingent liability insurance.   
 
SILVER level insurance provides: 
 
1. CONTINGENT STATUTORY (your state limits) LIABILITY:  In case of  

cancellation or non-renewal of the customer’s insurance, this coverage will provide 
for bodily injury & property damage until the vehicle is recovered by the dealer, or 
new coverage is secured by the  
customer.   

 
 
2. CONTINGENT EXCESS LIABLITY:  In case of cancellation or non-renewal of the  

customer’s insurance, this coverage will provide for bodily injury & property damage 
until the vehicle is recovered by the dealer, or new coverage is secured by the  
customer.  The actual amount available under Contingent Excess Liability for the 
payment of damages is the difference between the RTO/LTO® financial  
responsibility limits of the jurisdiction in which the accident occurred and 
$1,000,000. 

 
 
To secure the SILVER level excess contingent liability insurance, you must enter the 
vehicle information into Northland’s on-line Fleet Management Tool which can be 
found at our website - www.northlanddealers.com 
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Fleet Management Tool 

The Fleet Management Tool can be found on our website - www.NorthlandDealers.com.   

At the Log in Screen, enter your email address and password 

Hover your cursor over the words: 
Fleet Management and choose 
SILVER Fleet Management Tool 
from the drop down menu.   
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DASHBOARD 
This is your dashboard where you will choose what action you’d like to complete:  Adding a vehicle from the 
policy, removing a vehicle from the policy, viewing your fleet history, editing your profile, and resetting your 
password.   

ADDING A VEHICLE TO THE POLICY 
Choose Add a Vehicle from either of these locations 

Enter the required vehicle information.   
 
BE CAREFUL what you enter!   
 
Once you hit submit, you can not go back in and make 
changes.   
 
Hit Submit when information has been entered in correctly.   
 

You will see a message appear 
that says:  “Form Successfully 
Submitted”  when the vehicle 
has been added 
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To add another vehicle, select “reload form”.   

REMOVE VEHICLE FROM THE POLICY 
Choose Remove Vehicle from the dashboard menu. 

Locate the vehicle you want to remove excess contingent liability insurance coverage on.   
 
Click on the word “EDIT” at the far right  

Click on the drop down menu arrow and select 
“Removed Coverage”  and then Submit. 

To add another vehicle, select 
“Back to Remove Vehicle”.    
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Each time you add or delete 
a vehicle from the policy, 
you will be sent an email 
confirmation of the policy 
change.   
 
Watch your inbox for these 
emails.   
 
They have a date and time 
stamp of when the change 
occurred and will be used to 
prove coverage in the event 
of a claim.    

REMEMBER 
You will be charged a premium for each vehicle listed as “covered” in your fleet.  You must  
remember to remove coverage if you no longer need the excess contingent liability insurance 
coverage.  Changes to your fleet will not be available after the billing cycle.   
 

FLEET HISTORY 
You can view which vehicles are or 
aren’t covered by selecting Fleet  
History.   
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Silver Insurance Premiums 

SILVER LEVEL COVERAGE 
 
Northland will take payments directly from your checking account or credit card 
(whichever payment method you have chosen) for your insurance premiums once a 
month, at the beginning of the month, as follows: 
 
•  $4.95 per vehicle* 
 
You will be billed for all vehicles that are listed at “Covered” in the Fleet Management 
Tool.   
 
You will continue to be billed for coverage until you remove coverage via the Fleet 
Management Tool.  Unless there is an error on the part of Northland, credit will not be 
issued for the current month’s statement.  Any changes will be reflected on the next 
month’s statement.   
 
*Premium price is subject to change.   
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COMPLETING A  
REN’T’OWN® / LEASE’T’OWN® 

DEAL WITH  
GOLD LEVEL COVERAGE 
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1. Begin by having your customer fill out the Customer Information Sheet.   
 
2. Together with the customer, inspect the vehicle and complete the Vehicle Inspection Form 
 
3. Fax the Insurance Binder Request form to the customer’s insurance agency .   

THE BINDER MUST BE FAXED BACK TO THE DEALERSHIP AND CONTAIN THE 
PROPER ENDORSEMENTS BEFORE THE VEHICLE CAN BE RELEASED TO THE 
CUSTOMER!  

 
4. Have your customer review and sign the following documents: 

 Consumer Lease Agreement 
 Binding Arbitration Agreement 
 Excluded Drive Addendum 
 GPS Disclosure Addendum (if applicable) 
 Exhibit A List of Addenda 

 
5. Review the returned insurance binder to ensure accuracy,   *THIS STEP IS CRITICAL*  

Your vehicle may not be covered by our excess contingent liability policy if the binder is not 
correct!  

 Circle Loss Payee/Leinholder & Additional Insured/Additional Interest on the binder.   
 Please do not highlight these sections as it does not show through on the fax trans-

mission.   
 
6. Collect the Origination Fee, any up-front money, and the first periodic lease payment from 

the customer. 
 
7. Provide copies of all documents to the customer.  It’s also important to keep copies of all 

signed documents in your deal jacket. 
 
8. RELEASE THE CAR!  
 
 

AFTER THE CUSTOMER LEAVES 
 
 
1. Fax the following documents to Northland at 952-894-8990 
 

 Signed consumer lease agreement 
 Accurate Insurance Binder with Loss Payee and Additional Interest circled 

 
2. File all paperwork into a deal jacket 

Completing a RTO®/LTO® Deal  
using GOLD coverage 
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Your Dealership’s Insurance  

Each RTO/LTO® customer must furnish properly endorsed primary insurance coverage.   
 
Each RTO/LTO® dealer receives contingent liability insurance of $1,000,000 (one 
million) and collision damage with $1,000 deductible per vehicle. 
 
The insurance is comprised of three distinct coverage forms.  This coverage is depend-
ent upon the dealer holding a valid certificate of the customer’s insurance coverage.  
 
 
1. CONTINGENT STATUTORY (your state limits) LIABILITY:  In case of cancellation 

or non-renewal of the customer’s insurance, this coverage will provide for bodily  
injury & property damage until the vehicle is recovered by the dealer, or new  
coverage is secured by the customer.   

 
 
2. CONTINGENT EXCESS LIABLITY:  In case of cancellation or non-renewal of the  

customer’s insurance, this coverage will provide for bodily injury & property damage 
until the vehicle is recovered by the dealer, or new coverage is secured by the  
customer.  The actual amount available under Contingent Excess Liability for the  
payment of damages is the difference between the RTO/LTO® financial responsibility 
limits of the jurisdiction in which the accident occurred and $1,000,000. 

 
 
3. CONTINGENT PHYSICAL DAMAGE:  In case of cancellation or non-renewal of the 

customers insurance, this coverage will provide for comprehensive & collision with 
$1,000 deductible until the vehicle is recovered by the dealer, or new coverage is se-
cured by the customer.  $35,000 limit per vehicle.  No coverage is provided for  
conversion—theft by fraud.   

 
 
Excluded and uninsured drivers:  The dealers contingent liability policy does not provide  
coverage for an excluded or uninsured driver listed on the policy, neither does the  
customer’s insurance provide coverage.  This financial responsibility then falls on the 
dealer.  
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Your Customer’s Insurance 

YOUR CUSTOMER IS REQUIRED TO CARRY THE FOLLOWING: 
 
•  Liability for bodily injury or death of others in an amount of at least $30,000 per  

person and $60,000 per occurrence; liability for property damage to others in an 
amount of at least $10,000 or the minimum amount set forth in the applicable state 
financial responsibility law. 

•   
•  Connecticut, Maine and Rhode Island require liability of $100,000 per person and 

$300,000 per occurrence with $50,000 for property damage. 
•   
•  Collision and comprehensive (including fire and theft coverage) with a deductible 

not to exceed $500.00 
 
•  Properly endorsed Insurance.  

Northland maintains a list of “Not Acceptable” Insurance Carriers for RTO/LTO® GOLD level 
insurance coverage .    
  
•  If an insurance company will not list both a Loss Payee and Additional Insured on the  

policy, we consider them “not acceptable”. 
 
•  If an insurance company does not provide a notice of policy change to both the Loss Payee 

and Additional Insured, we consider them “not acceptable”. 
 
•  We do not add insurance companies to this list easily.  We will work with the insurance 

company to find a satisfactory solution that ensures proper communication to the customer, 
the dealer, and to Northland before we resort to putting them on the not acceptable list.   

 
•  Insurance policies with excluded drivers will not be accepted unless the reason is  

explained in advance to the Owner/Lessor and is accepted.   
 
•  This list has been developed for your protection. 
 
•  Communicate these restrictions clearly to your customer. 
 

Request the most current list of not acceptable insurance companies 
from your Northland Insurance Representative.    

 
  

Non-Acceptable Insurance 
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Insurance Endorsements 

REQUIRED ENDORSEMENTS FOR GOLD COVERAGE 
 

Two endorsements are required on your customer’s primary insurance policy for your RTO/LTO® GOLD 
covered vehicles.  
 
1. Your Dealership Name/RTO with your business address listed as “Loss Payee” or “Leinholder” 

•  By having your dealership name/RTO and your address as the “Loss Payee” it  
ensures that any monetary award be sent to you rather than to the customer.   

 
2. Your Dealership Name/RTO with 850 East Cliff Road Burnsville, MN 55337 listed as “Additional 

Insured”, “Additional Interest”, “Lessor”, “Lease Holder”, or “TPI-Third Party  
Interest”. 

 
•  By adding your Dealership Name/RTO and Northland’s address on the customer primary  

insurance policy as the “Additional Insured”, you receive two important benefits.   
 

1. Northland will receive the same correspondence from the insurance  
company as you and the customer receive.  This ensures that Northland will be  
notified of any change of status on your customer’s policy and therefore, can  
provide you assistance.   

 
2. The “Additional Insured” endorsement also provides legal defense for law suits 

brought against you, as the titled owner, for damages caused by your customer.   
Legal defense often costs vehicle owners $30,000 - $50,000 dollars even if the other 
party doesn’t win!  

 
•  The “/RTO” ending to your dealership name allows Northland to communicate with the  

insurance agent on your behalf.   
 
•  Other documents that can be accepted in place of a binder of proof of insurance are: 

 Policy Change Request 
 Declaration Page of the policy 
 In absence of any of these documents, we can, as a last resort, accept a signed letter, on the 

agent’s letterhead confirming coverage and endorsements.  
 
•  The Binder Request Form, ID Cards (driver’s license, photo ID, Military ID, etc…) and  

applications will not be accepted as valid insurance.  
 
•  Binders with “Excluded” or “Uninsured” drivers will not be accepted.   
 
•  Vehicles being used for business purposes will not be covered.   
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•  Don’t assume that the insurance binder is correct.  Unfortunately, many insurance  
companies don’t get it right on the first attempt.   

 
•  You will want to verify that the agent has listed the following information correctly on the 

policy. 
 

 Correct Endorsements **MOST CRITICAL** Locate and circle the Loss Payee/
Leinholder and Additional Insured/Additional Interest endorsements making sure 
that the addresses are correct. 

 Correct coverage amounts 
 Make sure Comp & Collision have been added 
 Verify the correct vehicle description and VIN Number 
 Make sure BOTH the Lessee and Co-Lessee are listed on the policy 
 Check the expiration dates to make sure you are receiving a current binder.  

 
 
 
 

Your Insurance Representative at Northland is here to help you!   
Don’t get frustrated and don’t give up on your attempt to obtain proper proof of insurance.   

 
Call 800-879-3433 for assistance!  

YOUR DEALERSHIP MAY NOT BE COVERED 
BY OUR CONTINGENT LIABILITY  

INSURANCE POLICY OR HAVE ANY LEGAL 
DEFENSE IF THE CUSTOMER’S  

INSURANCE BINDER IS NOT ACCURATE!   

Insurance Endorsements 
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Northland will take payments directly from your checking account or credit card (whichever 
payment method you have chosen) for your insurance premiums once a month, at the  
beginning of the month, as follows:  
 
A) If the contract is dated from the 1st to the 15th of the month, the premium is $20.00 
B) If the contract is dated from the 16th to the 31st of the month, the premium is $10.00 (1st 

month only - the full premium of $20.00 is due for each month thereafter) 
 
For Example: 
If your RTO/LTO® contract is dated for the 17th of January, you will not see a charge until 
February’s statement.  On February’s statement, you will see a $10.00 charge under a column 
called “Contract Premium” indicating this is the initial charge based on your contract date.  
There will also be a $20.00 charge under a column called “Monthly Premium”.  This is your 
charge for February’s insurance premium.  This process will be outlined in more detail in a later 
section.  
 
As mentioned, each month you will receive a statement showing all vehicles Northland has on 
record for your Ren’T’Own® /Lease’T’Own® fleet.  Please review this statement promptly and 
carefully!  Your account will be charged based on the number of vehicles listed on this  
statement.  Contact your insurance representative immediately if you notice any discrepancies.  
Unless the discrepancy is an error on the part of Northland, credit will not be issued for the  
current month’s statement.  Any changes will be reflected on the next month’s statement.   
 

Insurance Premium Discounts 
Northland offers a premium discount based on fleet size.   
 
After a dealer hits a milestone level, they must maintain that amount of cars in order to receive 
the discounted price.  If a dealer falls below the milestone for two consecutive months, they will 
be placed back to the higher insurance premium until he can get back over the milestone level.   
 
 

# of Vehicles on RTO/LTO® Fleet Monthly Premium Amount  

1 - 100 Vehicles $20.00 

101 - 200 Vehicles $17.00 

201– Vehicles $15.00 

$1,000,000 (One Million) Coverage 

 PREMIUM AMOUNTS  ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE 

Insurance Premiums  
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Titling & Registration 

•  When you are talking with the Department of Motor Vehicles, be sure you refer to your  
vehicle as a LEASED vehicle.  Sometimes our marketing name of Ren’T’Own® can cause 
confusion about the vehicle being a rental vehicle. 

 
•  Each state is different with regards to titling and registering leased vehicles.  You can  

refer to the State Leasing Code section of the NADA book for a quick reference.  
 
•  Due to the variations in leasing laws from state to state, we recommend that you consult 

your local Department of Motor Vehicles for the exact procedures on titling and registering 
a leased vehicle.  

 
•  In most states, your dealership name will be listed as the “Lessor” on the title and  

registration.  Your customer will be listed as the “Lessee” on the registration.  This will  
vary by state.  

 
•  In most cases, you will be able to recoup the cost of licensing and titling from the customer 

through the Consumer Lease Agreement.  

We recommend that you keep individualized files for each customer containing the following:  
 

 Customer Information Sheet & accompanying documents 
 Copy of Drivers License 
 Vehicle Inspection Form 
 Consumer Lease Agreement with Exhibit A and all addendums 
 Original Insurance Binder 
 Ongoing Insurance Documentation 
 Any correspondence 

 

Internal Filing & Recordkeeping 

Submitting Your Deal 
FAX:  952-894-8990 

The following documents need to be submitted to Northland via Fax or Email (to your Ins Rep)   
 

 Completed Consumer Lease Agreement (signed and dated) 
 Accurate Insurance Binder 
 GPS Disclosure Addendum (if applicable) 
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AFTER THE DEAL 
 

FOLLOW UP ACTIVITIES 
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•  Collections are obviously the most important part of the RTO/LTO® program.  You need to 
set up collection rules and live by those rules.   

 
•  Check to see if your state has “Right to Cure” laws protecting the consumer.  Familiarize 

yourself with the Right to Cure laws for your state before pursuing any collection methods.  
 
•  Be sure you explain to your customers that if they are unable to make a payment on time, 

please call or stop by to talk about it.  Make sure they know the door of communication is 
open. 

 
•  If the customer has not paid you on the due dates, you need to contact that customer with-

in the first 24 hours.  
 
•  Remind your customer that if they’re unable to make their payments, they just need to stop 

by, drop off the vehicle and the keys.  Part as friends with the understanding that when 
they get back on their feet financially, they can come back, and you will get them into an-
other vehicle.  

 
•  If the customer informs you that he or she will have the payment to you within the given 

grace period, and the customer fails to follow through with that promise of payment, you 
need to pick up the vehicle.  If you are in a Right to Cure state, you need to follow the prop-
er procedures outlined by the state law.  

 
•  Limit vehicle recoveries by consistent and timely action—remember it’s YOUR vehicle!  
 
•  Individual payment logs and monthly payment logs are available from Northland at no cost 

to our RTO/LTO® dealers.  
 
•  Consider using a payment service.  Whether you accept payments by paper check or credit 

card, ACH processing has been proven to save dealers time and money.  It’s also a  
convenient service for your customers.  

Collections 

 • Since you own the RTO/LTO® vehicle, the customer should not put it into a bankruptcy.  
However, if a customer does include your vehicle in a bankruptcy, do not pick up the  
vehicle until after the bankruptcy judge releases the vehicle.  

  
 • Ask the Bankruptcy Judge to release it because it’s a leased vehicle titled in your business 

name and owned by you.  
  

Contact Northland at 800-879-3433 for further guidance on this issue. 

Customer Bankruptcies 
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Vehicle Recovery 

•  You are the titled owner of the Ren’T’Own®/Lease’T’Own® vehicle, therefore, in the event 
of breach of contract, you can recover your property.  

 
•  Check with us to see if your state has “Right to Cure” laws protecting the consumer.   

Familiarize yourself with the Right to Cure laws for your state before pursuing the recovery 
of your vehicle.  

 
•  We recommend that you file a stolen vehicle report with your local police department if all 

attempts to recover your vehicle have failed.  The reason for the stolen vehicle report is to 
relieve  your dealership of the insurance liability in case of an accident. 

 
•  If the police department will not take the report, we recommend that you send a registered 

letter to the police department.  Keep a copy of the receipt in your files so if there’s an  
accident and you are sued, our insurance company can show the court that you did due 
diligence and had no control over the use of the vehicle.  A sample letter has been included 
below: 

 
Date: 
Law Enforcement Address Here 
To Whom it May Concern: 
Re:  Missing or stolen Vehicle Report 
 
We hereby request to report the following vehicle as missing or stolen.  Furthermore, it may be 
misappropriated, embezzled, or is theft by conversion.  
 
(insert if applicable) We believe the Lessee has not maintained the required insurance  
coverage, which is a default in the Lease Agreement and is now possibly driving the vehicle 
without insurance, exposing the general public to loss. 
 
(Insert if applicable) We believe the Lessee has disabled our GPS tracking device, a default in 
the Lease Agreement, in an attempt to avoid recovery.  This is a strong indication of an  
attempt to do theft by conversion, to steal, to misappropriate, or to embezzle the vehicle.   
See copy of the Lease GPS Discloser Addendum. 
 
The Lessee has failed to return the vehicle, upon demand within the provision of the Lease 
agreement.  A copy of our Title and Lease Agreement and demand for return are attached. 
 
Our business is 100% legal owner and 100% titleholder of the subject vehicle described below.   
Year: __________  Make:__________________ Model: __________________ Color:_______ 
Vehicle Identification Number: ___________________________License Plate: ____________ 
Lessee Name: _______________________________________________________________ 
Lessee Address ______________________________________________________________ 
Lessee Phone Number ________________________________________________________ 
Lessee Driver’s License No & State ______________________________________________ 
 
We further request a copy of the Missing or Stolen Vehicle Report to assist in recovery of our 
vehicle and for insurance purposes.  Thank you for your cooperation!  
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Customer Insurance Tracking Returned Vehicles  

Returns & Deleted Vehicles  
Whether your fleet vehicle is returned voluntarily, recovered, stolen, wrecked, purchased, etc… 
Be sure to call, email, or fax your Northland Insurance Representative immediately when a  
vehicle is removed from your RTO/LTO® Fleet.   
 
It’s critical that Northland knows the vehicle has been removed from your fleet so you are not 
charged an insurance premium for the next month.   
 
For your convenience, we’ve developed a “Deletion Form” that can be used if you’d prefer.    
Many dealers use this form as part of their internal recordkeeping as well.   
 

Vehicle Exchange 
The “Deletion Form” is used whenever your customer is returning a vehicle before the lease  
term is up and are immediately leasing a different vehicle.   
 
This communicates to Northland’s Insurance Rep that they need to delete one vehicle and add 
the other - again eliminating the chance of you being charged for the deleted vehicle the next 
month.   

 
Temporary Swap 
A temporary swap occurs when you are letting your customer use one of your vehicles  
temporarily while their leased vehicle is being repaired.  Typically a “swap” is under 30 days.   
 
Use the “Temporary Swap Leased Vehicle Addendum” to ensure that all the terms and  
conditions of the original lease continue to be in force with the swapped vehicle.  Before using  
the Addendum make sure the addendum and “length of time” of the swap is allowed and is  
compliant with your state laws.   
 
1. Have the Lessee sign the Temporary Swap Addendum and provide a copy to the Lessee. 
2. Your customer must obtain a new insurance binder for the swapped vehicle.   
3. Attach a copy of the addendum and insurance binder to the original lease in your files.   
4. Copies of the Addendum and the new binder need to be faxed to Northland at 952-894-8990. 
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Your Contingent Liability Insurance Coverage is “contingent” upon your customer having the proper 
primary insurance coverage in place. 
 
The goal of our Customer Insurance Tracking Division is to monitor the status of your RTO/LTO® 
Customer’s primary insurance, communicate to you and your customer about the required actions, 
and if needed, assist you to obtain proper insurance coverage.  
 
Northland offers administrative assistance to your dealership with our Contingent Insurance  
Tracking Services at no additional charge. 
 
Although our Customer Insurance tracking services are in place, you will want to implement your 
own insurance tracking procedure within your operations.  Northland acts as a back up to your  
internal procedure to help ensure coverage for all your RTO/LTO® vehicles.  
 
 

Typical Tracking Process 
 
NEW CONTRACTS:  Upon receiving a new contract and insurance binder, the insurance  
representative will audit the binder for accuracy.  If something on the binder is incorrect, you will be 
contacted and given instruction of what’s needed.  ACTION IS NEEDED IMMEDIATELY! 
 
EXISTING CONTRACTS:  As Northland receives communication from the insurance companies, 
the insurance representatives will update Northland’s database and communicate the needed  
action to you.  Please note….Our insurance representatives will never “talk” with your customers.  
 
WEEKLY ACTIVITY REPORT:  We will provide you with a weekly update of your fleet and  
insurance status.  Larger dealers find this to be helpful for reconciling.   
 
Please take the communication from Northland seriously!  Immediate action is needed from 
you to either contact your customer or to begin the process to recover your vehicle.  
 
Your customer should contact you before changing insurance companies to ensure the new  
company is approved.  You will need a copy of the new binder or policy declaration page  
immediately to ensure the endorsements are properly added.  This new proof of insurance should 
be sent to Northland.  
 
 

Customer Insurance Tracking 
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Activity Report 

You will receive an activity report from your insurance representative when there has 
been a change to your fleet.  If no changes occur, you will be sent the report once a 
week. 

•  Any changes that have occurred that day are highlighted in yellow.  
 
•  Added or deleted vehicles will be highlighted in yellow on the day they  were added 

or deleted.   
 
•  The report will be sorted so the items at the top are the items that need action or 

need to be watched.   
 
•  If there are any special instructions they will be listed in the notes section. 
   
•  This report should be reconciled weekly to make sure vehicles are covered under 

the GOLD program.  If they are missing, please fax or email paperwork to your  
insurance representative.   
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Activity Report Codes 

CODE EXPLANATION OF CODE REQUIRED DEALER ACTION 

BAD INS 
The Primary Insurance on this vehicle is from an 
insurance carrier that is not supported by the RTO/
LTO® program and can’t be accepted   

Obtain accurate insurance from an accepted carrier 
and fax a copy to Northland immediately. 

CANCEL_PEND 
A notice has been received identifying that the  
customer’s primary insurance on this vehicle will 
be cancelled soon.   

Your customer needs to be contacted immediately to 
rectify the problem.   
Fax proof of accurate  insurance to Northland.  

CANCEL-1D, 30D The customer’s primary insurance has cancelled. 

Contact your customer immediately!  Obtain proof of 
accurate insurance or have the customer return your  
vehicle.   
Fax proof of accurate insurance to Northland.  

EXPIRED_PEND 
A notice has been sent to you identifying that the 
customer’s primary insurance will be expiring 
soon.   

Your customer needs to be contacted immediately to 
rectify the problem.  
Fax proof of accurate insurance to Northland.  

EXPIRED-1D, 30D 
A notice has been sent to you indentifying that the 
customer’s primary insurance has expired. 

Contact your customer immediately!  Obtain proof of 
accurate insurance or have the customer return your  
vehicle.   
Fax proof of accurate insurance to Northland.  

INCORRECT INS 

Your customer has changed insurance companies or 
upon the renewal of the policy, a change has been 
made as the proof of insurance we have received is 
inaccurate.  Most likely, the endorsements are in-
correct.  

Contact the insurance agent and correct the en-
dorsements.  
Fax proof of accurate insurance to Northland.  

TERMINATED  
Insurance has been canceled or expired for more 
than 60 days and the vehicle will be removed from 
your fleet.  

Contact your customer immediately!  Obtain proof of 
accurate insurance or have the customer return your  
vehicle.   
Fax proof of accurate insurance to Northland.  

Not having current insurance on file could affect whether or not a claim is approved  
under the Contingent Excess Liability Insurance policy. 

TERM-PEND 
Dealer and Northland insurance rep have discussed 
the situation surrounding a vehicle in the TERMI-
NATED status and have agreed on a resolution.  

Contact your customer immediately!  Obtain proof of 
accurate insurance or have the customer return your  
vehicle.   
Fax proof of accurate insurance to Northland.  

NO INSURANCE 
We have received a contract but do not have any 
insurance on record for this vehicle.  The contract 
can not be accepted without proper insurance! 

Contact your customer immediately!  Obtain proof of 
accurate insurance or have the customer return your  
vehicle.   
Fax proof of accurate insurance to Northland.  

NO CONTRACT 

Dealer’s records show that this vehicle should be on 
the Fleet.  Northland has not received the contract 
or proper insurance for this vehicle.  Insurance 
coverage is not added until paperwork is sent in. 

Dealer needs to fax contract and accurate insurance 
to Northland 

WRONG  
INSURANCE 

We have received incorrect insurance along with a 
new contract.  Most likely, the endorsements are 
incorrect. 

Contact the insurance agent and correct the en-
dorsements.  
Fax proof of accurate  insurance to Northland.  

Z-UNKNOWN 
We have received insurance communication on this 
vehicle but have not received a contract.  

Dealer should check Fleet records to see if a con-
tract should be sent to Northland.  If not, contact the 
customer or insurance company to have your deal-
ership removed from the policy endorsements.  
Notify Northland if this is NOT a RTO/LTO® Vehicle 
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Don’t forget that Northland offers many resources to you as part of your 
membership in our Ren’T’Own® and Lease’T’Own® program!  

 

FREE LEADS 
Watch your in-box for emails from sales@northlanddealers.com.com with the subject line:   

RTO/LTO—New Customer Application.   
 
This is a SALES LEAD!  Consumers have the ability to apply for a 
Ren’T’Own® or Lease’T’Own® car through our website 
www.RtoLto.com.  When a customer fills out the on-line applica-
tion, it is automatically forwarded to the closest 5 dealers to their 
zip code.  This means you need to act fast!  The customer will be 
waiting to hear from you and is interested in a Ren’T’Own® or 
Lease’T’Own® car!    
 

If you haven’t already, check out www.RtoLto.com.  Try the dealer locator and make sure we 
have your contact information set up the way you want it.  Only dealers who have submitted at 
least one contract are eligible for the free leads.   
 

TRAINING 
Training isn’t only offered when you first sign up with Northland.  Training is always available!  
In fact, we recommend that you go through refresher training at least quarterly.  Anyone on 
your staff is eligible for training.  We can go through the program from beginning to end or 
zone in on specific areas.  For example, your administrative staff may want specific training on 
how to fill out the contract or how to identify properly endorsed insurance.  Your sales staff may 
want training on how to sell Ren’T’Own® or how to qualify a customer for Ren’T’Own®.   
Whatever area you have questions in, we can train you!   
Contact us at 800-879-3433 to schedule training.   
 

DEALER RESOURCE CENTER 
Recently added to our website is a Dealer Resource portal.  The password to enter the portal 
is:  profit 
 
In here you will find: 
•  Dealer Updates & Alerts 
•  Training Videos 
•  Forms 
•  Insurance Information & Forms 
•  Logos for advertising 
•  Marketing samples   
 
If there are other items that would be beneficial to have in this dealer resource area, please be sure 
to let us know.  You can submit your requests to any of our staff members or if you'd prefer, by 
email at sales@northlanddealers.com  
 
 
 

DEALER  
RESOURCE  
CENTER 

Resources 
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Resources 

ON-LINE INFORMATION 
Connect with Northland On-Line! About once a month we 
publish articles related to the Ren’T’Own® business.  We 
encourage you to subscribe to our blog so you are notified 
when new articles arrive.   
 
Don’t worry, we won’t fill your in-box with ads and junk - 
these articles are intended to be helpful and relevant to your 
business.  We share best practices, selling tips, training in-
formation, and the occasional “you can’t make this stuff up” 
real life stories from dealers like yourselves.  We even have 
a Dealer Spotlight section where dealers share their  
experiences from being in the Ren’T’Own® business.   
 
Northland is also active on Facebook and Twitter (@northlandRTO) 
 

SPECIALIZED AREA ASSISTANCE 
Your expertise is in selling cars and you do a darn 
good job at that!  But what happens when your  
customer files bankruptcy?  Do you know the  
procedure to keep your Ren’T’Own® car out of  
bankruptcy?  Do you know what to do if your  
customer’s insurance company denies a claim?  
Does your state have “Right To Cure” law that affects 
your Ren'T’Own® cars?  Having problems with an 
insurance agent who can’t figure out what an  
additional insured endorsement is? The best and 
easiest answer to all of these questions is to CALL 
NORTHLAND!  We have people on staff that know 

the answers!  Our services have saved dealers thousands of dollars in legal fees, recouped 
thousands of dollars of insurance claims for our dealers, and have taught dealers how to keep 
themselves out of trouble.  We are here to serve you!! 
 

MARKETING ASSISTANCE 
Do customers in your area know that you can help them?  You need to get the word out that 
Ren’T’Own® is offered at your dealership!  We can help you do this! Northland offers FREE 
design service for our Ren’T’Own® and Lease’T’Own® dealers.  We’d be happy to work with 
you on designing ads, business cards, flyers, direct mail pieces, brochures, marketing  
materials, etc… anything that will help you get the word out to your community about the  
tremendous opportunity you have for them!  
 

DAILY RENTAL DISCOUNT 
As a valued Ren’T’Own® or Lease’T’Own® dealer, you are eligible 
for a $200 enrollment discount for our Daily Rental Program.   

Visit our Blog!  
 

Learn more about 
Ren’T’Own®!  
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Are you looking for ways to add profit, add security, and to ease the administrative 
tasks of your RTO/LTO® business?  Consider these recommended program  
enhancements.  
  
 NORTHLAND’s IDAR Program - www.helpingdealers.com   1-800-879-3433 

  

You have the Vehicles - Northland has the Program! If you are upside down on a  
vehicle, rent it for several months and get “right side up”! Many rental  
customers need a vehicle and you have the opportunity to sell them one.  
Remember...Rentals draw customer traffic to your business.  The IDAR 
Program works well in tandem with RTO/LTO®.  A $200 enrollment  
discount is available to all RTO/LTO® Dealers.   
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DEALER MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE  
Ease your administrative tasks and increase efficiency with a dealer management  
software system.  All three of these software systems contain the forms and  
contracts for Ren’T’Own® and Lease’T’Own®. 
  
 
AutoManager, Inc.   www.automanager.com   1-800-300-2808  
ComSoft Software  www.comsoft.com  1-800-849-3838 
Dealer Plate Software   www.dealerplate.com     1-763-202-7553 
   
TAX MAX REFUND SERVICE - www.taxmax.com  1-866-642-4107 

At Tax Refund Services Tax Max, our sole 
purpose is to provide our dealerships, 
agents, their customers and our clients with 
the outstanding quality customer service 
they deserve. Since 1995, Tax Refund Ser-
vices Tax Max has specialized in car dealer, 

payday lending, tax preparation and electronic filing. We have structured our Tax Max  
program to give the dealer maximum results with minimal time and effort. 

 

 GARAGE LIABILITY INSURANCE 
www.helpingdealers.com 

 Northland is proud to offer no obligation quotes for your dealership needs.  
Contact us at (800)879-3433 for more information. 

  

Program Enhancements 
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Dealer Supply Store 

We carry a wide variety of supplies for your dealership  
office, sales lot, and service areas!  

Detailing Supplies Mirror Tags 

State Forms NADA Books & Subscriptions 

Funnels Pennants & Balloons 

Key Tags & Key Boards Snow Rakes 

License Plate Accessories Windshield Stickers 

Markers Customized Products 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FREE SHIPPING ON ORDERS OVER $75.00!  
 

www.helpingdealers.com 
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